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1 Introduction6

The 10th edition of the Amaldi Conference hosted for the second time a session of7

questions and answers on gravitational wave (GW) related topics. This session is8

intended to answer questions about aspects of astrophysics, instruments, and searches9

in the field of GWs, and is aimed primarily at graduate students and other researchers10

new to the field. Seven topics were selected based on questions submitted by the11

GW/GR communities. Cornish discussed the observational evidence and the theoret-12

ical self consistency arguments supporting the existence of GWs. The detectability of13

GW radiation produced by a supernova explosion was the topic of Reisswig’s talk.14

Stuver put the accent on the spin-offs of GW research, such as technology devel-15

oped for LIGO/Virgo that is now being used elsewhere. Van Den Broeck presented an16

overview of the possible sources for the first direct detection of GWs. Sturani discussed17

the interaction of the gravitational radiation with a laser interferometric detector and18

if the detector itself absorbs some of the energy carried by the wave. Barsotti talked19

about the technique that makes it possible to achieve a higher signal-to-noise ratio by20

holding a GW interferometer’s signal port at the dark fringe as opposed to halfway21

up a fringe. Finally, Sutton attempted to predict the date of the first detection by the22

next-generation ground-based GW detectors.23

The reaction of the audience was very positive, and the informality and relaxed24

nature of the session encouraged lively debate between the speakers and the audience.25

In the rest of this paper most of the talks contributed to the C6 session are sketched in26

more detail, in the order in which they were presented at the conference. For the others,27

the reader can refer to the GR/Amaldi website, http://www.fuw.edu.pl/~ktwig/c6.zip.28

2 Invited talks29

2.1 Why do we believe that GWs exist? (Presenter: N. Cornish)30

The physical reality of GWs was a major topic at the last major international GR31

meeting held in Warsaw. At the time, Feynman wrote to his wife that he was “surprised32

to find a whole day at the conference devoted to this question” and that the discussions33

“were not good for my blood pressure”. He asked her to to remind him to avoid future34

gravity conferences. Fifty-one years later, the questions of the existence of GWs is35

no longer in doubt thanks to the exquisite observational data showing overwhelming36

evidence for the orbital decay of compact binary systems in full accord with the37

predictions of General Relativity. The classic example of the Hulse–Taylor binary38

pulsar system PSR1913+16 [1] has now been augmented by the double pulsar system39

PSR J0737-3039A/B [2], the Pulsar—White Dwarf system PSR J0348+0432 [3] and40

the double White Dwarf system SDSS J0651+2844 [4].41

But do we have any other astrophysical evidence for the existence of GWs? One42

possibility is the period distribution for binary systems. At long periods, the timescale43

for GW driven evolution is very long, and it is processes such as stellar scattering or44

gas dynamics that drive the systems towards merger. But as the binary hardens these45

processes become less effective, and GW emission takes over, leading to a number46
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density as a function of period that scales as N (P) ∼ P11/3. If GWs did not exist,47

we would expect to see a pile-up of ultra-short-period binaries. Unfortunately the48

observational evidence is scant in the case of stellar remnants, and non-existent in49

the case of supermassive black holes. Nelemans [5] followed up on this possibility50

and compared the output of a white dwarf binary population synthesis code with and51

without GW emission included, and found small differences in the relative number of52

short to long period systems—factors of 2 or 3 between the models. Future wide field53

surveys may be able to distinguish between these possibilities, but for now the data is54

inconclusive. Less direct evidence for the existence of GWs comes from interacting55

white-dwarf binaries (so called AM CVn systems). GW driven inspiral is the most56

plausible explanation for the existence of these systems, and GW emission has long57

been held as the “sina qua non for stable mass transfer” [6], where the change in58

the radius of the donor star exactly matches the change in size of its Roche lobe.59

There is strong observational evidence [7] that the luminosity of AM CVn systems60

follow the mass transfer rate predicted by GW driven evolution. A similar mechanism61

has also been proposed to explain the tight clustering in the observed periods of low62

mass X-ray binaries [8]. While GWs provide the most natural explanation for the63

observed properties of interacting white dwarf binaries and low mass X-ray binaries,64

other possibilities exist, and for now these provide less compelling evidence for the65

existence of GWs than the binary pulsar systems.66

On the theoretical front, there has been considerable progress on the questions that67

exasperated Feynman in Warsaw. The physical reality of GWs in GR has been put68

on sound footing by the work of Isaacson [9] and others (for a historical review see69

Ref. [10]), but what if GR is not the correct theory of gravity, would GWs still be70

a theoretical necessity? While it is difficult to produce a general proof that causal71

theories of gravity necessarily predict GWs, it is probably safe to conjecture that the72

vast majority of well posed theories of gravity predict GWs. Indeed, alternative metric73

theories of gravity generically have a greater number of GW degrees of freedom than74

the two polarization states of GR [11]. As noted by Laplace in 1805 [12], a causal75

theory of gravity where the force between two bodies is not aligned with the instanta-76

neous separation vector necessarily implies non-conservation of angular momentum.77

In GR this aberration effect is partially cancelled by velocity dependent terms in the78

interaction [13]—the v/c through (v/c)4 terms all cancel—but the (v/c)5 term does79

not cancel, yielding the Burke-Thorne quadrupole formula for GWs [14]. Laplace’s80

argument makes it hard to conceive of theories where GWs do not exist. Hopefully81

the physical reality of GWs will be confirmed decisively in the next few years with82

the first direct detections by ground based interferometers and Pulsar Timing Arrays.83

2.2 What kinds of supernovae could produce a detectable GW signal?84

(Presenter: C. Reisswig)85

2.2.1 Introduction86

Gravitational waves offer a direct way of observing the inner dynamics of a supernova87

explosion. Much like neutrinos, they are largely unaffected by regions that are opaque88

to photons, and they carry first hand information about the dynamics of the explosion.89
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1782 Page 4 of 17 V. Fafone et al.

The strength of a GW signal generally depends at lowest order on time changes in the90

mass-energy quadrupole moment of the matter in the system. In a supernova explosion,91

matter is typically accelerated in an asymmetric manner that may trigger changes in92

the quadrupole moment. Therefore, one can generally expect a non-zero GW signal93

from an observed supernova explosion. The key question, however, is whether the94

emitted GW signal is actually strong enough to be detected by any of the upcoming95

next generation ground-based GW detectors. To address this question, we need to look96

at the various types of supernovae, what their progenitors are, and how an explosion97

is possibly triggered.98

Supernovae are classified according to their observed light spectra into two main99

types: those which show presence of hydrogen (Type II) and those which do not (Type100

I). Each of these two main types can be further refined into several subtypes according101

to the presence of various elements. For instance, type Ia supernovae show presence102

of ionized silicon, while type Ib and Ic only show weak or no presence of it (see [15]103

for a review on observed supernova spectra). Despite the variety in their classification,104

however, there are only three distinct known kinds of explosions. Type Ia supernovae105

are caused by the thermonuclear disruption of a white dwarf (e.g. [16,17]; see [18]106

for an estimate of the expected GW signal from a type Ia supernova within the single-107

degenerate channel), while supernovae of types Ib/c, II (and all subtypes) are the108

result of the collapse of a massive star’s core (e.g. [19,20]), or, alternatively, if the109

star had a mass between ∼ 130 M⊙ � M � 260 M⊙, could be the result of a pair-110

instability supernova (e.g. [21,22]). Here, we focus on the expected GW signals from111

core-collapse supernovae (see [23,24] for reviews).112

2.2.2 Stellar core collapse113

By the end of the life of a massive star (8 M⊙ � M � 130 M⊙), its core is composed114

of an onion-skin structure of progressively heavier elements towards the center. At the115

center, the core is composed of iron-group nuclei which can no longer be converted into116

energy by means of nuclear fusion, and is supported against gravity by pressure from117

relativistically degenerate electrons. Iron is the end product of silicon burning, and as118

the star continues to burn silicon in the next surrounding shell, the iron core grows119

and is eventually pushed towards its effective Chandrasekhar mass. Radial instability120

sets in and the core starts to collapse, further accelerated by the loss of pressure121

support from the degenerate electrons which are captured by protons, which in turn122

leads to neutronization of the surrounding matter. The collapsing core separates into123

a subsonically infalling homologous (v ∝ r ) inner core and a supersonically infalling124

outer core. Once nuclear densities are reached, a new stable equilibrium emerges due125

to the sudden stiffening of the equation of state. The infalling inner core initially126

overshoots this new equilibrium and bounces back into the still infalling outer core.127

This leads to the formation of a very strong shock front which travels outwards into the128

infalling outer core. Shortly after its formation, however, the shock loses energy due129

to the dissociation of iron-group nuclei into free neutrons and protons and decelerates.130

Additionally, electron captures behind the shock result in neutrino losses, and thus lead131

to further loss of pressure behind the shock. Eventually, the shock succumbs to the132

ram pressure of the infalling outer material and turns into an accretion shock. To lead133
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to a supernova explosion, the stalled shock must be re-energized by some mechanism134

within the first ∼0.5–3 s after core bounce. Otherwise, the accreting material from135

the infalling outer core will push the nascent protoneutron star at the center above its136

maximum mass, leading to black hole formation [25,26]. Detailed reviews of core-137

collapse physics are given in e.g. [19,20].138

2.2.3 Explosion mechanisms139

Currently, there are two favoured mechanisms for shock revival (see [20] for alterna-140

tives). The two mechanisms lead to distinct features in the emitted GW signal which141

we will very briefly discuss below.142

The neutrino mechanism The neutrino mechanism [27–29] is the favoured mech-143

anism for shock revival for the majority of core-collapse supernova explosions with144

energies 0.1 − 1 B (1 Bethe = 1051ergs). The collapse of the iron core leaves behind145

a hot protoneutron star. Over a timescale of a few seconds, the hot protoneutron star146

cools down due to the emission of copious amounts of neutrinos of all flavors [19]. This147

releases energy on the order of 100B which corresponds to about ∼99 % of the total148

gravitational energy released in the collapse. Some of that energy can be absorbed in149

a gain region behind the shock via charged-current neutrino captures, thus leading to150

net heating and potential shock revival [27]. Unfortunately, 1D simulations show that151

all but the lightest stars fail to explode, and those that do, result in rather low explosion152

energies (e.g. [30–32]). A number of studies suggest that hydrodynamic instabilities153

operating in multi-D are necessary to increase the dwell time of matter in the gain154

region, thus increasing the neutrino heating efficiency (see [33–40] for recent multi-D155

simulations). Two important hydrodynamic instabilities include convection and the156

standing accretion shock instability (SASI). The latter instability causes the shock157

front to strongly oscillate (e.g. [41,42]). Both hydrodynamic instabilities give rise to158

GW emission that can be seen by next generation ground-based GW interferometers,159

provided the explosion occurs within the Milky Way (e.g. [33]).160

The magnetorotational mechanism A small fraction (∼1–2 %) of observed core-161

collapse supernova explosions are very energetic and reach explosion energies of162

∼ 10 B [43]. It has been suggested that another mechanism, the magnetorotational163

mechanism, may be responsible for such powerful explosions (e.g. [44]). Due to the164

conservation of angular momentum, a rotating core may be spun up by a factor of165

∼1,000 during the collapse [45]. A rapidly rotating core with period of ∼1 s may thus166

result in a ms-period rotating protoneutron star. Thus the available rotational energy167

is greater than the energy necessary for launching a powerful explosion. Magnetoro-168

tational processes can efficiently extract this spin energy and drive a powerful bipolar169

explosion along the axis of rotation (e.g. [44,46]). Since in this scenario, the collapsing170

core is required to be rapidly rotating, the GW signal will be dominated by a strong171

peak signal at core bounce (e.g. [47]). This is caused by the rotationally flattened172

collapsing core which, at bounce, generates a large accelerated quadrupole moment.173

Furthermore, this triggers strong fundamental mode excitations in the nascent pro-174

toneutron star that give rise to an oscillatory GW signal after bounce (e.g. [51]). In175
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1782 Page 6 of 17 V. Fafone et al.

addition, non-axisymmetric instabilities can lead to powerful quasi-periodic GW emis-176

sion tens of milliseconds after bounce, provided the protoneutron star is sufficiently177

rapidly rotating or further spun up during deleptonization (e.g. [48,49]).178

The entire signal will be visible throughout the Milky Way (e.g. [47,49–52]).179

2.2.4 Conclusions180

Core-collapse supernovae (supernova types Ib/c, II) produce GWs that are detectable181

by the upcoming advanced GW detectors (aLIGO, aVirgo) within our own Milky182

Way. The morphology of the emitted GW signal of a core-collapse supernova greatly183

depends on the parameters of the progenitor and the explosion mechanism. If the184

progenitor star is rapidly rotating, the signal will be dominated by a pronounced peak185

at core bounce followed by an oscillatory signal generated by fundamental mode186

excitation in the nascent protoneutron star. Without rotation, the signal will be largely187

due to prompt convection, standing accretion shock instability (SASI) activity, and188

generally due to any aspherical motion in the region behind the shock. Interestingly,189

the types of explosion mechanisms lead to distinct features that can be isolated and190

detected based on Bayesian model selection and principle component analysis [53].191

Thus, the GW signal from the next galactic supernova can inform us about the nature192

of the explosion mechanism.193

2.3 How does searching for gravitational waves help us here on Earth?194

(Presenter: A.L. Stuver)195

The value of gravitational-wave research is well established in the scientific commu-196

nity: to observe the Universe in a way humans have never before been able to do197

and to obtain new knowledge about our Universe that may have been forever out of198

our reach otherwise. This is indeed a noble cause. However, many people outside of199

academic circles value work differently, often favoring work that has more utilitarian200

ends. When engaging the public, through outreach or casually, it is useful to be able201

to answer the question, “What does looking for gravitational waves do for me?”202

Gravitational waves will most likely never be able to be commercialized or203

weaponized. However, there are many byproducts of the search for GWs that can204

be applied in new ways. This is called spin-off technology, and many in the public205

will associate this term with developments from the space program. There have been206

several notable spin-off technologies from the interferometric search for GWs. The207

LIGO Scientific Collaboration has been cataloging these innovations (available on the208

web [54]) but it should also be noted that the potential of any new work is hard to209

predict soon after its development. Below are a selection of five examples.210

2.3.1 Adaptive laser shaping: correcting the wavefront error caused by absorption211

Whenever light is absorbed in optics, it heats the medium causing its shape and index212

of refraction to change. These perturbations in the optic cause wavefront errors to213

which interferometric gravitational-wave detectors are susceptible.214
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Corrections to this distortion can be made by using a second transparent element215

and placing heating elements along the edge to create a lensed shape in the heater216

material that counterbalances the wavefront errors caused by the mirrors absorption217

heating.218

This technique of adaptive laser shaping has practical applications outside of the219

search for GWs as the development and use of other high-powered laser systems are220

challenged with controlling the beam wavefront.221

2.3.2 Measuring optic absorption to higher precision222

As described in Sect. 2.3.1, the absorption of optics in gravitational-wave interferom-223

eters needs to be minimized. As materials have improved, so has the need to be able224

to measure increasingly small absorptions, into the sub-ppm region. A new method to225

perform this task, called Photo-Thermal Common Path Interferometry (PTCPI), has226

been developed. Two laser beams are used: one high-power beam from which light227

will be absorbed and another low-power probe beam that will measure the thermal228

distortions in the optic caused by the high-power beam.229

This technique has resulted in the creation of the Stanford Photo-Thermal Solutions230

(SPTS) and serves the optics and homeland security (US) communities.231

2.3.3 High precision location sensing of optics232

Once a suitable optic has been installed inside of a gravitational-wave interferometer,233

knowledge of its location and any motion it may be exhibiting is needed for basic234

instrument control. The standard way this has been done is with shadow detectors. A235

magnet is attached to the optic and separated from the optic in a cylinder containing236

within it a light source on one side and a photodiode on the opposite side. The cylinder is237

secured so that the magnet is within the cylinder without making contact. By detecting238

the shadow cast by the magnet, the location of the mirror can be sensed and then239

controlled by loops of current carrying wire wrapped around the outside of the cylinder.240

A series of these sensors placed strategically around the optic can then distinguish241

modes of motion and control it.242

A potential replacement for this sensing method is the use of EUCLID (Easy to243

Use Compact Laser Interferometric Device), which would not require any mounting of244

parts onto the optic in order to sense its location. EUCLID uses homodyne interferom-245

etry to sense the location of the optic itself little interferometers measuring the location246

of the optics inside the larger interferometer. This new design is two-orders of magni-247

tude better at detecting changes in location than the shadow sensing method. Due to248

this works possible applications, including anything where the very precise knowledge249

of where an object is needed, it has been awarded a patent (US2010/0238456 A1).250

2.3.4 Development of oxide-bonding techniques251

In first generation gravitational-wave interferometers, test mass mirrors were sus-252

pended by treated metal wires. These wires introduced thermal noise within the detec-253

tors sensitive bandwidth. In order to reduce this noise, the suspension was made to254
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1782 Page 8 of 17 V. Fafone et al.

be quasi-monolithic, meaning that the fused silica mirrors are suspended from wires255

made of the same material. Similar work had been done for Gravity Probe B [55]256

and this work has been expanded upon by scientists at the University of Glasgow and257

Stanford University. Specifically, the bonding of the wires to the mirror needed to be258

thin, strong, and have low mechanical loss [56]. This method is being used for the259

Advanced LIGO detector, has been patented (US2007/0221326 A1), and is being used260

by multiple optics vendors for applications outside of gravitational waves.261

2.3.5 A new blind search method for pulsars in gamma-ray and radio data262

Besides physical technology, analytical techniques that have been developed for the263

search of GWs and are being used for other analyses. Of the many different analysis264

methods used to search for GWs, the search for continuous GWs (that is, long dura-265

tion and consistent frequency signals like those produced by a spherically imperfect266

rotating neutron star) has found new application to the search for gamma-ray and radio267

pulsars. The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and the Virgo Collaboration have made268

use of the BOINC distributed computing platform [57] in order to harness household269

computers’ unused CPU cycles to undertake Einstein@Home [58]: a very computa-270

tionally expensive search for continuous GWs. Einstein@Home has also used archive271

data from the Arecibo radio telescope and the Parkes Multi-beam Pulsar Survey to272

search for radio pulsars and the Fermi gamma-ray satellite to search for gamma-ray273

pulsars to great effect. Since the beginning of 2012 to the time of this writing (late274

2013), 48 new radio pulsars and 4 new gamma-ray pulsars have been discovered.275

2.4 Do laser interferometer gravitational wave detectors absorb energy276

from gravitational waves? (Presenter: R. Sturani)277

The arrival of a GW onto a detector will in general alter the state of motion of an278

observer and the goal of this section is to study the energy exchange of a GW with the279

laser interferometer components: beam splitter, end mirrors and the laser itself. Let us280

place them in the z = 0 plane at coordinates respectively (0, 0), (Lx , 0) and (0, L y)281

and consider for simplicity a GW traveling along the z direction. In the Transverse–282

Traceless (TT) gauge the gravitational perturbation hµν has components h0µ = 0,283

hxx = −hyy = h+, hxy = hyx = h×, and the the metric element restricted to the x–y284

plane can be written as285

dτ 2
∣

∣

∣

z=0
= dt2 − (1 + h+)dx2 − (1 − h+)dy2 − 2(1 + h×)dxdy . (1)286

Interaction between the GW and matter Given two nearby geodesic parametrized287

by coordinates x i (τ ), x ′i (τ ), describing the motion of two test masses initially at288

rest (dx i/dτ |τ=0 = 0 = dx ′i/dτ |τ=0, dt/dτ |τ=0 = 1 = dt ′/dτ |τ=0), the (space)289

coordinate geodesic deviation ξ i ≡ x ′i −x i at initial time satisfies (see sec. 1.3 of [59])290

d2ξ

dτ 2

∣

∣

∣

∣

τ=0

= −ḣi j

dξ i

dτ

∣

∣

∣

∣

τ=0

, (2)291
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as in the TT gauge at linear order ∂µŴi
00 = 0 and Ŵi

0 j = ∂0hi j/2, showing that the292

coordinate distance of two particle initially at rest remain constants in the TT gauge293

under the influence of a GW. However the proper distance s between the x-mirror and294

the beam splitter changes:295

s = Lx (1 + h+)1/2 ≃ Lx

(

1 +
1

2
h+

)

, (3)296

whose second derivative gives a Newtonian-like equation of motion297

s̈ ≃
1

2
ḧ+Lx ≃

1

2
ḧ+s (4)298

as to lowest order in h, s ≃ Lx . As the physical distance between two test masses299

(like the mirror and the beam splitter) is time dependent in the presence of a GW, it300

is expected that an energy transfer may take place between the GW and the interfer-301

ometer, as first suggested in [60], by “putting in a spring” between objects in mutual302

motion.303

The mirror and the beam splitter are hung to the ceiling of the laboratory, in a304

pendulum-like arrangement. The pendulum has a typical restoring period T ∼
√

l/g ≃305

few ×10−1 s (being l the length of the suspension and g the gravity acceleration),306

implying that the mirror is approximately in free fall for GW signals whose fre-307

quency fGW ≫ H z. On longer time scales energy transfer, and eventually dissipation,308

between the mirror and its suspension will take place.309

In a real laboratory, positions are marked by rigid rulers and not by freely falling310

particles. It is thus instructive to consider the mirror-GW interaction in the proper311

detector frame (PDF). A standard results within General Relativity is that it always312

possible to set to zero the Christoffel symbols Ŵ
ρ
µν along an entire geodesic by using313

Fermi normal coordinates in the freely falling frame, see sec. 8.4 of [61]. Considering314

the relative coordinate distance x i between an arbitrary space-time point and to the315

geodesic used to define Fermi normal coordinates, to linear order in x the metric316

is flat and at second order in x/λ (being λ the curvature scale of the space-time,317

λ ∼ |R0i0 j |−1/2) one has in the proper detector frame318

dτ 2
P DF ≃ dt2

(

1 + R0i0 j x i x j
)

+ 2dtdx i

(

2

3
R0 j ik x j xk

)

319

−dx i dx j

(

δi j −
1

3
Rik jl x

k x l

)

. (5)320

The laboratory may not be in free fall with respect to earth gravity field, but if we restrict321

to motion in the z = 0 plane and to signals with fGW � 10H z all “environmental”322

effects can be safely neglected and the coordinate distance between neighboring geo-323

desic results in324

ξ̈ i
P DF = −Ri

0 j0ξ
j
P DF . (6)325
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1782 Page 10 of 17 V. Fafone et al.

Observing that at O(x/λ) the metric is flat and that the Riemann tensor components326

are not only covariant (as common in General Relativity) but actually invariant in327

the linearized theory, so that Ri
0 j0 = −ḧi j/2, being h the TT metric perturbation,328

we recover Eq. (4), which is frame-independent. Since in the proper detector frame329

coordinates track distances, from Eq. (4) we infer that a test particle of mass µ under330

the influence of a GW is experiencing a time-dependent, Newtonian force F i =331

−µ
2

ḧi j L j , allowing to derive the energy-transfer rate d E/dt due to the force via332

d E/dt = F i dx i/dt .333

In the presence of the GW only, F i dx i/dt is a total derivative and for an oscillating334

h it averages to 0: after a short transient during which the massive object is set in335

motion by the GW there is no more energy transfer on average over an oscillation336

cycle. However the interferometer mirrors are not exactly freely-falling, because of the337

suspensions hanging them causes dissipation, leading to the actual equation (dropping338

the proper detector frame subscript)339

ξ̈ i +
ω0

Q
ξ̇ i + ω2

0ξ
i = −

1

2
ḧi jξ

j , (7)340

with ω0 = 2π/T the pendulum proper angular frequency and the ω0/Q term para-341

metrizing the friction term, for which we assume Q ≫ 1. Assuming for simplicity a342

GW of the type h+ = h0 cos(ωGW t), h× = 0, we have the solution343

ξ(t) − L =
(

2Lh0ω
2
GW /π2

) (ω2
GW − ω2

0) cos(ωGW t) − ωGW ω0/Q sin(ωGW t)
(

ω2
GW − ω2

0

)2 + ω2
GW ω2

0/Q2
,344

(8)345

showing that the massive object motion is in phase with the GW, apart for a term346

proportional to the friction which is responsible for the dissipation347

〈

d E

dt

〉

≃
(

µL2h2
0ω

8
GW /π4

) (ω2
GW − ω2

0)ω0/Q
[

(

ω2
GW − ω2

0

)2 + ω2
GW ω2

0/Q2
]2

. (9)348

In the limit ωGW ≫ ω0 one obtains349

d E

dt
≃

µ

Qπ4
L2h2

0ω
2
GW ω0 ≃ 2 × 1012h2

0erg/sec350

×
(

Q

108

)−1 (

ωGW

2πk H z

)2 (

ω0

2π H z

)(

µ

1kg

) (

L

3km

)2

, (10)351

showing that the energy absorbed by the system from the GW is proportional to the352

friction term1. This is the energy absorbed by the massive object in order to keep its353

motion with a constant kinetic energy Ekin (averaged over a GW cycle)354

1 In principle one could consider the re-emission by the system made by the beam-splitter and the mirror,

which has a time-varying quadrupole Qxx (t) ≃ µξ2(t). From the standard Einstein quadrupole formula
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Questions and answers session Page 11 of 17 1782

〈Ekin〉 ≃ µω2
GW L2h2

0/π
2 . (11)355

Interaction between the GW and and a Michelson-type interferometer. The laser in356

an interferometer monitors the distance between mirrors, and its electric field is also357

affected by the GW. The electric field in the two orthogonal beams in the interfer-358

ometers “travel” from the beam splitter to the mirrors and back to recombine at the359

photo-detector at some time t . The phase of the electric field is conserved during free360

propagation, so at time t the electric fields recombine with the phase they inherit from361

the times t
(x)
0 �= t

(y)
0 when they left the beam splitter. Denoting by E (x) and E (y) the362

electric field coming respectively from the x and y arms, once they are recombining363

at the photo-detector after the beam splitter, we have364

E (x) = −
1

2
E0e−iωl t

(x)
0 ,365

E (y) =
1

2
E0e−iωl t

(y)
0 , (12)366

with ωl being the laser angular frequency and the relative minus sign is due to the fact367

that reflection from opposite sides of the beam splitter brings a π shift in the phase368

[62]. Using the null geodesic in the metric given by Eq. (1) to relate the time t to t
(x,y)
0 ,369

we have (see sec. 9.1 of [59]) at O(h)370

t
(x)
0 = t − 2Lx − h+(t − Lx ) sin(ωGW Lx )/ωGW ,371

t
(y)
0 = t − 2L y + h+(t − L y) sin(ωGW L y)/ωGW . (13)372

Substituting the above expression for t
(x,y)
0 in Eq. (12) and expanding at linear order373

in the GW amplitude one obtains374

E (x)(t) = −
1

2
E0ei(2ωl L+phi0)

[

e−iωl t +
i

2
h0ωl L

sin(ωGW L)

ωGW L
375

×
(

e−i(ωl−ωGW )t e−iωGW L + e−i(ωl+ωGW )t eiωGW L
)]

(14)376

where we have introduced L ≡ (Lx + L y)/2 and φ0 ≡ ωlL , with L ≡ Lx − L y ,377

and where in O(h0) terms we have identified Lx ≃ L y ≃ L . This shows that in378

each arm sidebands appear beside the career laser frequency at angular frequencies379

ωl ± ωGW . The relative amplitude of the sidebands with respect to the career laser380

signal, for ωGW ≪ 1/L , is given approximately by h0 L/λl ≫ h0, being λl the laser381

wavelength.382

Footnote 1 continued

d E/dt |emitted = G N

...
Qi j

2
/5 ∼ G N µ2 L4ω6

GW
h2

0, which can be compared to the

absorption given from Eq. (10) to obtain d E/dt |emitted ∼ d E/dt |absorbed ≃ 6 ×
10−22

(

ω0
2π H z

)−1 (

ωGW
2πk H z

)4 (

Q

108

) (

µ
1kg

) (

L
3km

)2
, hence completely negligible.
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1782 Page 12 of 17 V. Fafone et al.

Combining Eq. (14) with the analogous formula for the y-arm one can determine383

the total electric field at the photo-detector E pd(t) = E (x) + E (y)
384

E pd = −i E0e−iωl (t−2L) sin

[

φ0 + h0ωl L
sin(ωGW L)

ωGW L
cos(ωGW (t − L))

]

. (15)385

Detecting a GW from the laser light associated with this electric field is still impractical:386

in order for the output power be linear in h0 one would be sensitive also to the387

fluctuations in the laser power at a frequency ∼ ωGW /(2π), that would completely388

hide the GW signal. The solution adopted in actual observatories is to inject sidebands389

into the laser light so that the input electric field is given by390

Ein = E0e−i(ωl t+Ŵ sin(�mod t))
391

≃ E0

[

e−iωl t +
Ŵ

2
e−i(ωl+�mod )t −

Ŵ

2
e−i(ωL−�mod )t

]

, (16)392

Working with φ0 = 0, so that E pd ∝ h0 as per Eq. (15), and combining the effects of393

the GW with the injected modulating sidebands, one has the output electric field394

Eout ≃ −i E0e−i(ωl t+2L)

[

ωl L
sin(ωGW L)

ωGW L
h0 cos(ωGW t)395

+2Ŵ sin(�modL) cos(�mod(t − 2L))

]

, (17)396

and the GW signal can be read in the output power from the interference term between397

the career field and the sidebands oscillating at ±�mod , giving a light power at the398

photo-detector Ppd (for ωGW L ≪ 1)399

Ppd = |Eout |2 ≃ 2E2
0Ŵωl Lh0 cos(ωGW t) sin(�modL) sin(�mod(t − 2L)) + . . .400

(18)401

where only the term oscillating at ±�mod ± ωGW has been explicitly shown, as it is402

the only one linear in the GW amplitude.403

The output is still sensitive to the power fluctuation (of the sidebands), but now the404

GW signal has to compete with laser power fluctuation not at ωGW � 10 kHz, but405

at �mod ∼ 10 MHz ≫ ωGW and this is a great advantage as laser power fluctuations406

generally decrease with frequency [63].407

The interferometers actually used as GW observatories contain Fabry-Perot cav-408

ities in which the laser beam goes back and forth several times in each arm before409

recombining. At an effective level, the Fabry-Perot cavity allow to “fold” the light410

path enhancing its length without changing the region of the laboratory space traveled411

by the laser. This results in a phase-shift enhanced, in the case ωGW L ≫ 1, by a factor412

N ≡ 4F/π (see e.g. sec. 9.2 of [59]) where F is the finesse of the cavity related to the413

storage time (i.e. the average time spent by a photon in the cavity) τs by F ≃ πτs/L:414
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Questions and answers session Page 13 of 17 1782

the effect of the Fabry-Perot cavity boils down to replace the term h0 L in the amplitude415

of the GW sidebands in Eq. (14) with416

h0 N L
1

[

1 + (N LωGW /2)2
]1/2

, for ωGW L ≪ 1 . (19)417

For initial LIGO (Virgo) N ≃ 60(20).418

The laser electric fields recombines at the beam splitter to form an output beam419

directed to the photo-detector and a beam heading back to the laser. We have described420

how the electric field at the photo-detector depend on the GW in Eq. (15). The electric421

field going back to the laser is El = E (x) − E (y) (apart from an irrelevant overall422

phase), thus we can compute the total laser power423

|E (x) + E (y)|2 + |E (x) − E (y)|2 = E2
0 , (20)424

which is unaffected by the GW, at least at O(h). The appearance of the GW sidebands425

does not change the total power in the laser beam, but allows to identify a signal at426

a well-determined frequency and with amplitude highly enhanced with respect to h0,427

see the ωl L factor in Eq. (18).428

In order to complete the energy balance of the interferometer interacting with a GW429

however we still need to consider the radiation pressure exerting a force Fr p on the430

masses set in motion by the GW [64]. The laser power in each arm is approximately431

Parm = Plaser/2 = E2
0/2 and the radiation-pressure induces a force on each end432

mirror Fr p = 2Parm = Plaser . As the masses are set in motion by the GW with433

velocity v, the radiation pressure force change because of the Doppler effect to Fr p ≃434

2Parm(1 − 2v), where v can be obtained by deriving Eq. (8). The radiation pressure435

force has thus the effect of a friction term of the kind appearing in Eq. (7), with an436

effective “quality factor” Qr p approximately given by437

Qr p =
mω0

4Parm

≃ 3 × 1015

(

Plaser

100W

)−1 (

m

1kg

) (

ω0

1H z

)

. (21)438

Summing over the repeated bounces of each photon in the Fabry-Perot cavity, one can439

derive the dissipation due to radiation pressure [64]440

d E

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

r p

≃ 4Parm

N 2L2

π2
h2

0ω
2
GW (22)441

which can be obtained by substituting Qr p in Eq. (10) and replacing L with N L .442
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1782 Page 14 of 17 V. Fafone et al.

2.5 When do we finally get to make the first detection? (Presenter: P. J. Sutton)443

It’s hard to make predictions—especially about the future.444

attributed to Robert Storm Petersen445

The last question addressed in the Q&A session was the rather tongue-in-cheek446

When do we finally get to make the first detection? Answers must be accurate to within447

the mass of the Galaxy (expressed in units of time), and supported by an excellent448

bottle of whiskey in case the respondent turns out to be in error. We can attempt an449

answer in the same spirit2, given three pieces of information:450

The mass of the Galaxy (in units of time) A time-honoured amusement for lecturers451

of general relativity is to require students to convert physical quantities between452

time, length, and mass (preferably at a blackboard in front of the entire class).453

Rather than fumbling about with factors of G, we can recall that 1 M⊙ is equivalent454

to 1.5 km, and divide by c to obtain a time. A Wikipedia search (the time-honoured455

student’s revenge) quickly reveals that the virial mass of the Milky Way is (1.26±456

0.24) × 1012 M⊙ [66]. Using the respondent’s prerogative, we may adopt the 1-σ457

upper limit, 1.5×1012 M⊙ for our calculation. Applying our 1.5 km/c prescription,458

we get an equivalent time of 0.74 × 107 s, which is pretty close to the convenient459

round number of 3 months3.460

The rate density of GW sources The gravitational-wave source generally considered461

to be the most likely to be detected first by interferometers such as advanced462

LIGO and advanced Virgo is the coalescence of a binary neutron star (BNS)463

system. The rate of these systems is thought to lie in the range 10−8 Mpc−3 y−1
464

to 10−5 Mpc−3 y−1, with a “most likely” value of around 10−6 Mpc−3 y−1 [67].465

The sensitivity of GW detectors Meanwhile, the LIGO and Virgo collaborations have466

released a projected schedule for the operation of their advanced detectors [68].467

They foresee a series of few-month to year-long data-taking runs at progressively468

higher sensitivities starting in 2015, with final design sensitivity (up to 200 Mpc)469

reached c. 2019+.470

So how kind is Nature? If the BNS rate density is as high as 10−5 Mpc−3 y−1 then a471

little algebra quickly reveals that an average sensitive range of order 50 Mpc is enough472

to expect to see one BNS event in a few months of observations. This sort of range is473

expected for the very first observing run. In that case we may get something special474

for Christmas 2015!475

On the other hand, Nature may be a Grinch. For the lowest rate density,476

10−8 Mpc−3 y−1, even the final LIGO-Virgo design ranges only give one detection477

every few years. In that case Christmas is cancelled—at least until ∼2020.478

We see that uncertainty in the actual BNS rate density stymies our effort to respond479

with the required 3-month accuracy. 2015? 2020? This will not do! Emboldened by the480

spirit of the occasion, we will wager that Nature follows the “realistic” rate. Assuming481

the 10−6 Mpc−3 y−1 value for the BNS rate density, we find that to detect one BNS482

2 Actually, we use the respondent’s prerogative to answer in a different spirit: in honour of our host nation,

the respondent offers in wager a bottle of his favourite vodka [65].

3 Respondent’s prerogative again: we round up to 3 months.
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Questions and answers session Page 15 of 17 1782

event in a few months of observations, the detectors must have an average sensitive483

range of order 100 Mpc. This range is foreseen for the 2016-17 run. This run is sched-484

uled to last for 6 months—which is very convenient when the required accuracy is485

±3 months! We therefore assert that the first detection will occur at the approximate486

mid-point of the run, 1 Jan 2017, satisfied that a detection at any point during the run487

(from Oct 2016 to Mar 2017) will satisfy our questioner – and our thirst for knowledge.488

Na zdrowie!489
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